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Measurement of Proliferation 

Ki-67 

• generated by immunizing mice with nuclei of the Hodgkin lymphoma cell line L428 (Gerdes et al., 

1983). 

• Ki = Kiel (city in northern Germany), 67 = number of the original clone in the 96-well plate. 

• Ki-67 protein is present during all active phases of the cell cycle (G1, S, G2, and mitosis), but is absent 

from resting cells (G0). 

• associated with ribosomal RNA transcription. 

• Ki-67 and MIB-1 monoclonal antibodies are directed against different epitopes of the same 

proliferation-related antigen, MIB-1 is generally considered the most specific antibody. 

Mitosis 
Proliferation-associated antigens  

(Ki-67, PHH3, others) 

Gerdes J, Schwab U, Lemke H, Stein H (1983). "Production of a mouse monoclonal antibody 

reactive with a human nuclear antigen associated with cell proliferation". Int. J. Cancer 31 (1): 

13–20. 



Proliferation Assessment in Routine 

Diagnostics 

• Mitotic count established for breast cancer grading, 

FNCLCC grading etc. 

 

• Ki-67 currently only established for neuroendocrine 

tumors (NETs) of the GI tract. 

 

• Ki-67 is frequently used for breast cancer in many 

institutions. 

 



Proliferation in Cancer 
PubMed Search Results (April 2015) 

• „Cancer“ AND „Proliferation“ = 164513 hits 

 

• „Lung Cancer“ AND „Proliferation“ = 13300 hits 

 

• „Lung Cancer“ AND „Ki-67“ = 983 hits 

 

• „Lung Cancer“ AND „MIB-1“ = 196 hits 



• 37 studies of NSCLC, SCLC (n=1) 

and carcinoids (n=2) published 

between 1991 and 2002 

• 3983 patients total 



 Overall 15/37 studies (40.5%) demonstrated a negative prognostic effect for Ki-67. 

 

 Only 5 NSCLC studies identifying Ki-67 as a statistically significant prognostic 

factor were available for meta-analysis 

 Hazard ratios for histological NSCLC subtypes could only be analyzed for 258 

adenocarcinomas and 158 non-squamous carcinomas 

• Ki-67 range: 10-78% 

• Ki-67 cut-off: 1-60% 



- Literature review from 2000 – 2012 (April). 

 

- Exclusion of articles in which data on NSCLC histology could not be 

extracted. 

 

- A total of 28 articles investigating Ki-67 in NSCLC were included. 

 

- 25 articles reported solely on surgically treated stage I-III patients. 



Overall cut-off levels ranged from 5% - 30% 
- 13 papers did not explain how the cut-off was decided. 
- 3 papers used the median Ki-67 labeling index, 1 study the H-score median. 
- 7 studies refered to cut-off values from previous studies. 
- only 1 study used the best discriminatory value. 
- 8 studies did not mention the number of analyzed tumor cells. 





Predictive Value of Ki-67 in NSCLC 

 Significant heterogeneity with respect to histology, case numbers, treatment, and 

cut-off levels 

 No study could provide evidence for a predictive value of Ki-67 



• Test cohort: 1065 NSCLCs including 482 adenocarcinomas (TMA Heidelberg) 

 

• Validation cohort: 184 adenocarcinomas (TMA Zurich), 233 squamous cell 
carcinomas (TMA Heidelberg) 

 

• Antibody: MIB-1 clone 

 

• Evaluation: Counting of Ki-67 positive tumor cells/100 tumor cells 
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ADC = Adenocarcinoma 

SQCC = Squamous Cell Carcinoma 

LC = Large Cell Carcinoma 

LCNEC = Large Cell Neuroendocrine 

Carcinoma 

ASC = Adeno-squamous Carcinoma 

SC = Sarcomatoid Carcinoma 





• Dichotomization of a continous prognostic 

parameter means loss of prognostic 

information. 

 

 

• A clinically relevant cut-off value should 

maximize the hazard ratio between the 

groups. 

      mean/median values are not optimal 

 

 

• 25% Ki-67 index was found as the optimal 

cut-off value for adenocarcinomas. 

Ki-67 in SQCC 



 Ki-67 was found a stage-independend predictor of survival in adenocarcinomas 

(p=0.004; HR for overall survival 1.56) 







Prognostic and Predictive Value of Gene Expression 

Profiles in Adenocarcinomas 



- Establishment of a cell cycle progression (CCP) score based on the quantitative mRNA 

expression of 31 cell cycle-associated genes. 

 

- One CCP unit represents a 2-fold change in expression levels (unweighted). 

 The CCP score was the dominant prognostic variable in uni- and multivariate analyses 

Validation of the CCP score in a series of 650 

stage I-II adenocarcinomas 
Establishment of the CCP score based on 2 public microarray datasets (DC, GSE31210)  

and FFPE samples from 2 institutions (n=381 stage I-II adenocarcinomas) 

Total cohort 

Stage I 



Predictive Value of the CCP Score 

Absolute benefit from adjuvant treatment depending on CCP score (derived from the difference in survival ratios between 

treated and untreated patients; Zhang and Klein method). CCP high and low was based on the median cut-off point. 

p= 0.006 



Interobserver Agreement 

• Participation of 8 experienced laboratories from the US and Europe. 

    - All participants used the MIB-1 clone but with different local staining protocols and scoring methods. 

 

• Analysis of 100 breast cancer cases based on a TMA. 

 

• Assessment of intra- and interlaboratory agreement based on the intraclass 

correlation coefficient (ICC) ranging from 0 (lowest) to 1 (highest agreement). 



Experiments 

Experiment 1 

- Local staining 

protocol 

- Local scoring 

method 

Slide 

assessment  

Day 1 

Slide 

assessment  

Day 2 

Slide 

assessment  

Day 3 

Experiment 2 

- A: central staining, 

local scoring 

 

- B: local staining, 

local scoring  

Intralaboratory Reproducibility Interlaboratory Reproducibility 



Results Experiment 1 
Intralaboratory Reproducibility 

Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) = 0.94 



Results Experiment 2 
Interlaboratory Reproducibility 

central staining, local scoring local staining, local scoring 

ICC = 0.71 
Range of the geometric mean: 10% - 28% 

ICC = 0.59 
Range of the geometric mean: 6.1% - 30.1% 



Conclusions 

• Significant lack of standardized methodology of proliferation 
assessment (time/type of fixation, storage, antibody, staining, 
evaluation, cut-off definition, …).  

      difficult to compare studies and to draw definitive conclusions. 

 

 

• There is accumulating evidence that assessment of proliferation is of 
prognostic value for early stage adenocarcinomas.  

      further studies required (mitosis vs. Ki-67). 

 

 

• No sufficient evidence to support proliferation assessment in 
squamous cell carcinomas. 

 

 

• No sufficient evidence to support microscopic proliferation 
assessment as a predictive biomarker.  

      gene expression profiles are promising. 



Perspective: Implementation of Proliferation Assessment 

into Routine Diagnosis of Adenocarcinoma 
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Warth A et al. J Clin Oncol. 2012,30:1438-46. 

1. Clinical consequences. 

2. Integration of staging and 

morphology. 

3. International establishment of 

reliable and reproducible 

staining/evaluation protocols. 

4. Integration of morphology and 

proliferation. 



Thank you… 


